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The New Science of Consciousness Survival and the Metaparadigm Shift to a Conscious Universe Dr. Alan Ross Hugenot 2016-06-30 "Alan Hugenot"
lectures on “the Leading-Edge Science of the Afterlife,… he concluded that the entire universe is conscious and that this explains both near-death
experiences and certain paradoxes of quantum theory…. As someone with a physics degree, I know that Hugenot’s….basic idea of a conscious universe is
neither crazy nor new…. Erwin Schrödinger, one of the fathers of quantum physics, was an avid student of Hindu philosophy, and believed something similar."
Gideon Lichfield, April 2015 Atlantic Monthly “The existence of a hidden field (Bohm’s implicate order) of non-physical consciousness, occupying as yet
undiscerned additional dimensions, which are outside the visible reality (Bohm’s explicate order) as defined by 3-D plus time, has now been proven
scientifically by the following collated data: Recent repeated replication of John Bell’s theory of non-locality, Studies of the Near-Death experience, and Afterdeath communications demonstrated in triple blind laboratory experiments testing evidential mediumship This hidden field (implicate order) of non-physical
consciousness, also provides the matrix upon which the explicate order of observed reality is continually manifested." Alan Hugenot “Our challenge is to
discover, through careful science, how we can interface with this matrix of consciousness. Viewing psi phenomena as belonging to aspects of reality, about
which we as yet simply know very little, is the only honest way for any scientist to proceed. Healthy scientific skepticism must be open to new discoveries; and
so allow open examination of the scientific data developed by rigorous para-normal research. Honest, open minded inquiry will bring both new discoveries of
truth and new laws of physics beyond the limits of the Newtonian paradigm. Alan Hugenot
It's a Wonderful Afterlife Kristy Robinett 2015-08-08 Reassurance and Hope From the Other Side Ever since she was a child, psychic medium Kristy Robinett
has communicated with spirits who have shared their experiences of death and what happens afterwards. In this collection of heartwarming stories that
answer the most common questions about the afterlife, Robinett delves into the nature of heaven, if there is a hell, and what the transition to the Other Side is
like. With personal experiences and stories from clients, Kristy explores the many signs and symbols that our loved ones share with us to assure that it is,

indeed, a wonderful afterlife.
Consciousness Ravi K. Puri Ph.D. 2017-11-14 Consciousness: The Ultimate Reality explores all aspects of consciousness. It is a well-written, well-researched
work that I find unique in that it delves deep into the subject while still being easy to understand. That combination is difficult to accomplish and Dr. Puri has
done an excellent job. I highly recommend this book; its well worth the readers time (Elizabeth Davis, Newspaper columnist and freelance editor, Boonville,
MO). A very insightful perspective on consciousness. A marvelous explanation portraying the subtleties of consciousness that is comprehensive and very
easy to understand. A reading for a soul-searching, hungry world (Cynthia Neff, Columbia, MO). Consciousness is a very complex subject and has always
baffled me. The book is an eye opener for me. I am blown away by the expression of the author. Very simple, comprehensive, well written, amazing insight. A
read that will stay with you a life time. A mind stretched can never go back to its original form. Captivating (Lisa McKinzie, President/CEO of McKinzie &
Company, Osage Beach, MO). This thought-provoking, beautifully written book has deep, rich insights on higher truth and its relationship with consciousness.
It serves as an inspiration for those ready to begin their quest on the path of self-knowledge. A fascinating and clearly annotated study. Not only is Dr. Puri a
deep thinker but also a deep knower (Linda Castillon, Director of the Transcendental Meditation Program, Maharishi University of Management, Fairfield,
Iowa).
De werkelijkheid is niet wat ze lijkt C. Rovelli 2017-08-14 Hoe moeten geïnteresseerde lezers nog iets begrijpen van alle recente ideeën over de kosmos? In
zijn boek legt Rovelli het nu aan een breder publiek uit. Zo laat hij zien hoe vaak oude conceptenen ideeën telkens weer opduiken. En misschien onbedoeld:
ook hoezeer de natuurkunde zelf evolueert.
God – Fact or Fiction Luke VandenBerghe 2014-05-28 The author develops the problem of God in a stimulating way, by exploring science, philosophy,
history, and other disciplines. He concludes that God does not exist because the supernatural does not exist – and therefore God, an entity of the
supernatural, also does not exist. He regards religion as the biggest hoax ever released on mankind. With his great erudition and critical reasoning, he will
incite the reader to serious thought. The controversial topic will provoke a great deal of criticism and perhaps consequently contribute to clarification of the
God’s problem. The main concern of the author remains the quest for truth from every possible angle. The book is a modern testament.
Faith Physics Nathan V. Hoffman 2021-03-15 FFaith Physics is a new Theory of Everything (ToE) combining ancient spiritual wisdom and modern quantum
physics findings to deliver a belief system that is both intellectually sound and spiritually satisfying. It maintains an ineffable Supreme Consciousness is the
catalyst of all material creation as a ‘great thought’ through pure white light in zero-point morphogenetic quantum fields. Faith Physics claims that
consciousness is the cornerstone of base reality existing in a timeless state of now. By using the natural cause-and-effect laws of classical physics, the
uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics, and dark matter/energy, Faith Physics posits pure consciousness manifests physical creation in a remarkable
myriad of forms. In the wave/particle duality paradigm revealed by quantum mechanics, conscious observation transforms light energy into particulate physical
matter as condensed or frozen light in accordance with Albert Einstein’s famous E=mc2 equation. Faith Physics teaches us we exist and thrive in a unified
participatory universe emanating from an eternal Supreme Consciousness source, and we are not just a product of random-chance evolution. In the 21st
century, religion and science are reaching an enlightened consensus that pure metaphysical consciousness is perpetually painting a picture on the space-time
continuum canvas depicting a miraculous cycle of physical creation, entropy, and cosmic rebirth.
Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy Aubrey H. Fine 2019-06-27 Handbook on Animal-Assisted Therapy: Foundations and Guidelines for Animal-Assisted
Interventions, Fifth Edition highlights advances in the field, with seven new chapters and revisions to over 75% of the material. This book will help therapists
discover the benefits of incorporating animal assisted therapy into their practice, how to design and implement animal assisted interventions, and the efficacy
of animal assisted therapy with different disorders and patient populations. Coverage includes the use of AAT with children, families and the elderly, in
counseling and psychotherapy settings, and for treating a variety of specific disorders. Contains seven new chapters in addition to 75% new or revised
material Includes guidelines and best practices for using animals as therapeutic companions Addresses specific types of patients and environmental situations

Includes AAI working with cats, dogs, birds, and horses Discusses why animals are used in therapy, as well as how
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Who Am I ? Swami Prajna Aranyaji 2017-12-16 Who Am I ?
The Omniverse Alfred Lambremont Webre 2015-11-17 A tour through the new science of the Omniverse, its spiritual and physical dimensions, and its
incalculable intelligent civilizations • Reveals the key travel and communication technologies of the Omniverse: time travel, teleportation, and telepathy •
Unveils newly disclosed state secrets about these technologies, about the findings of the NASA Mars rover missions, and about a secret colony and life on
Mars • Explains through science how souls are holographic fragments of God and how they help create planets, solar systems, galaxies, and universes in the
multiverse We are all citizens of the Omniverse, the overarching matrix of energy, spirit, and intelligence that encompasses all that exists: all universes within
the multiverse as well as the spiritual dimensions centered on the divine Source that many call God. In this scientific guide to the Omniverse, Alfred
Lambremont Webre reveals startling replicable evidence about extraterrestrial and extra-universal life, the intelligent civilizations created by souls in the
afterlife, top-secret alien technology, and the existence of a secret base as well as life on Mars. The author explains how our souls are holographic fragments
of God/Source and how souls and Source are co-creating planets and galaxies as virtual realities for soul development. He addresses Grey alien control over
soul reincarnation and also sheds light on the presence of invisible hyperdimensional controllers known as the Archons, who feed off negative energy.
Revealing the key technologies of the Omniverse, the author explains how hyperdimensional civilizations communicate telepathically, teleport
interdimensionally, and travel through time. He unveils newly disclosed state secrets about government possession of these technologies, the findings of the
NASA Mars rover missions, and the secret Mars colony whose permanent security personnel is age-reversed and shot back through time to their specific
space-time origin points--with their memories blocked. Integrating science and spirituality, this map of the dimensions of the Omniverse sounds the call for
scientific inquiry into the holographic origins of the soul, the potential of time travel, and our role as divine co-creators with Source.
Journey of the Soul Sam Oputa 2018-09-25 Can anything be more agonizing than the burden of an idea that we are doomed to die at the end? Imagine all
your struggles on this earth, and the experiences you had acquired, will one day be gone as that flash of life energy leaves the encumbered casing. That is
exactly what most people accept to be true. Our inability to understand our soul’s journeys is our inability to understand our physical and immaterial existence.
That most of us cannot differentiate physical material and nonphysical immaterial existence is reason enough not to understand creation and its purpose. But
once we understand, we begin to see the purpose for physical material death and the reason for the immaterial part of us to rejuvenate by taking a new
cocoon—a new body—to continue its journeys and its purpose to learn and experience. Always remember that life existed before creations.
100 Provocative Statements about Biocentrism Owen Young 2013-03 In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if
not at times crackpot!), original and musing book reviews of "Biocentrism: How Life and Consciousness are the Keys to Understanding the True Nature of the
Universe." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting
sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant
in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Is Biocentrism Dead? Raj Bogle 2014-05-16 "Is Biocentrism Dead?" It is a topic that many find a bit off putting but it is a question that many individuals are
starting to pose as they become wiser. The book explains what biocentrism is and how the tenets that surround this concept came into being. This is a book
that the inquiring mind will appreciate thus it is ideal for the individuals who want to learn more about themselves and the world around them. The author
gradually disseminates the information to the reader, allowing them to fully understand what biocentrism really means.
Het geloofsinstinct Nicholas Wade 2010-07-28 In Het geloofsinstinct presenteert Wade een geheel nieuwe visie op religie. Wade legt uit waarom we religieus
zijn: omdat geloof in ons DNA terecht is gekomen.
All Things Spiritual Phillip Eldridge Williams 2022-01-12 This short quip referred to in conversation and seen often in descriptive writing as well as various and
sundry speeches is in reality on shaky ground when taken apart. The truth has been the object of the search of man since he became serious with his

ontology from earliest recorded history and finds its way in most academic institutions with each Latin phrase in its logo. Matter has always been taken for
granted but until recently (1939) with the declaration of the Physicists community in Copenhagen, Denmark has acknowledged that indeed there is no final
field theory for locating reality. In this book I will attempt to speak to this lack of reality by delving into the state of being, or lack thereof, I will refer to as
spirituality and the Native American priority given to the Great Spirit and the answer they give to one's ontology (why one is here) known as their vision quest.
We will investigate spirituality as that encounter we all must deal with in our religious medium for finding some sense of meaning and its answer to our need
for respect. I'll look at the Judeo/Christian offering of the image of God and the spooky-goings-on-at-a-distance stipulated by Albert Einstein as well as the
implications of Galileo's insightful declaration in the 17th century that all meaning begins with experience (spirituality) and ends with experience, that
spirituality is all that there is and to offer proposals based upon purely logic alone is meaningless as regards reality. Spirituality in the best sense of the word is
your taking serious your honor as well as that of others. This could be seen as the First and Greatest Commandment and the Second like unto it Thy neighbor
as thyself. This work is the culmination of 15 years of writing and a lifetime of seeking first the kingdom of God and his righteousness having all these things
being added unto me. (Matthew 6:33) Now to have all these things added unto you is to be quickened with eyes to see and ears to hear things/matter as they
are and not from the might-makes-right syndrome or the what’s-in-it-for-me modus operandi. This quickening power is the mighty-hand-of-God as opposed to
the hand-of-God revealing the nature of truth, God's righteousness as being no respecter of persons, time, place or thing and doing so unconditionally. This is
indeed the Final Field or the Truth of the Matter.
Verborgen realiteit Brian Greene 2011-09-07 Een zoektocht naar de theorie van alles Ruimte en tijd zijn de basiselementen van de kosmos. Maar wat zijn
ruimte en tijd eigenlijk? Is ruimte een reëel bestaand iets? Waarom heeft tijd een richting? Zou het universum zonder ruimte en tijd kunnen bestaan? En de
centrale vraag: hoe zit de kosmos in elkaar? De ontrafeling van de kosmos neemt de lezer mee op reis naar nieuwe lagen van de werkelijkheid, met briljant
gebruik van analogieën én met humor. Van de inzichten van Newton en Einstein tot de meest recente ideeën op het gebied van de supersnaar- en M-theorie.
Na het lezen van dit boek bekijkt u de werkelijkheid met andere ogen. Brian Greene (1963) studeerde aan Harvard University en Oxford University. Hij geldt
als een groot deskundige op het gebied van de supersnaartheorie en geeft over de hele wereld lezingen. The Times noemt hem ‘De nieuwe Hawking, maar
dan beter’.
Biocentrism and Modernism OliverA.I. Botar 2017-07-05 Examining the complex intersections between art and scientific approaches to the natural world,
Biocentrism and Modernism reveals another side to the development of Modernism. While many historians have framed this movement as being mechanistic
and "against" nature, the essays in this collection illuminate the role that nature-centric ideologies played in late-nineteenth to mid-twentieth-century
Modernism. The essays in Biocentrism and Modernism contend that it is no accident that Modernism arose at the same time as the field of modern biology.
From nineteenth-century discoveries, to the emergence of the current environmentalist movement during the 1960s, artists, architects, and urban planners
have responded to currents in the scientific world. Sections of the volume treat both philosophic worldviews and their applications in theory, historiography,
and urban design. This collection also features specific case studies of individual artists, including Raymond Duchamp-Villon, Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky,
and Jackson Pollock.
Do you really die? T. S. VISWANATHAN 2015-09-01 The fundamental purpose for me to write this book is to answer the age-old question do you really die?
Is death final or not? Does the soul exists and transmigrates, if then where, when, why, and how. What could be the purpose for this human birth? Are we
really born and do we exist? Or is it just an illusion? Even amongst the human race why the differences? I undertook a research in various ancient Sanskrit
texts and other scriptures. This, I analyzed with modern scientific findings especially of Neuro scientists and cardiac specialists in their fields of Near death
and Out of body experiences and astonishingly I found that what had been stated in ancient texts well adhered to modern scientific findings. There is some
energy inside our body called soul and it does not appear to die. I find this soul, body, Universe etc, to be within the illusory world. Within this framework of
illusion, the other findings take place, like soul migrates, soul does not die, soul is not the body, consciousness and soul are one, soul enters other bodies
when this body perishes, soul seeks evolution, soul enters liberation and final settlement. At the boundary I would say everything is illusion and nothing what

we see may be real. These findings I had presented in this book and trust readers would find it useful.
Places Beyond Belief Michael K. Yen 2020-08-13 In 2017, Michael completed the first book in his planned trilogy, From Physical to Metaphysical in Four
Steps and One Giant Leap where he explored how we can separate from our materialistic attachment by seeing past our bodies, our emotions, and our
thoughts. After these three "steps," Michael illustrated how by enhancing and refining our life energy, we can take "one giant leap" into metaphysical
consciousness. In Places Beyond Belief, he expands on the concepts raised in the first book and also details some of his out-of-body experiences (OBE) that
offer direct evidence of how the non-physical envelops our material reality. Michael also tells the story of how encounters in material reality with ghosts, qigong
masters, psychics, a "living Buddha," and extraterrestrials prepared him for having OBEs. Building on the events covered in the first book, Michael recounts
how in trying to uncover the true nature of his UFO experiences, he turned to using OBEs as a way to find answers about the reality of the beings he
encountered. What he found was not what he expected and lead to his discovery of the field of spirit-release therapy and the large body of psychological
literature that the subject has produced since William Baldwin’s Spirit Releasement Therapy: A Technique Manual was published in 1995. While disclosing
intimately personal experiences to illustrate his points, Michael also takes time to discuss the big issues of the day, highlighting how personal and spiritual
development is intricately linked to how well we live in the material world. Coming three years after his first book, Places Beyond Belief follows Michael's
journey deeper into the metaphysical world that he was only first discovering when he wrote One Giant Leap. By daring to let direct experience be the guide,
Michael went to places beyond belief, and came back to write about it.
Death Is Not Scary moaml mohmmed 2019-07 After the death of his old friend, Albert Einstein said "Now Besso has departed from this strange world a little
ahead of me. That means nothing. People like us ... know that the distinction between past, present and future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion."New
evidence continues to suggest that Einstein was right, death is an illusion.Our classical way of thinking is based on the belief that the world has an objective
observer-independent existence. But a long list of experiments shows just the opposite. We think life is just the activity of carbon and an admixture of
molecules: we live awhile and then rot into the ground.We believe in death because we've been taught we die. Also, of course, because we associate
ourselves with our body and we know bodies die. End of story. But biocentrism, a new theory of everything, tells us death may not be the terminal event we
think. Amazingly, if you add life and consciousness to the equation, you can explain some of the biggest puzzles of science. For instance, it becomes clear
why space and time--and even the properties of matter itself--depend on the observer. It also becomes clear why the laws, forces, and constants of the
universe appear to be exquisitely fine-tuned for the existence of life.Until we recognize the universe in our heads, attempts to understand reality will remain a
road to nowhere.Consider the weather 'outside': You see a blue sky, but the cells in your brain could be changed so the sky looks green or red. In fact, with a
little genetic engineering we could probably make everything that is red vibrate or make a noise, or even make you want to have sex, as it does with some
birds. You think its bright out, but your brain circuits could be changed so it looks dark out. You think it feels hot and humid, but to a tropical frog it would feel
cold and dry. This logic applies to virtually everything. Bottom line: What you see could not be present without your consciousness.In truth, you can't see
anything through the bone that surrounds your brain. Your eyes are not portals to the world. Everything you see and experience right now, even your body, is
a whirl of information occurring in your mind. According to biocentrism, space and time aren't the hard, cold objects we think. Wave your hand through the air-if you take everything away, what's left? Nothing. The same thing applies for time. Space and time are simply the tools for putting everything
together.Consider the famous two-slit experiment. When scientists watch a particle pass through two slits in a barrier, the particle behaves like a bullet and
goes through one slit or the other. But if you don't watch, it acts like a wave and can go through both slits at the same time. So how can a particle change its
behavior depending on whether you watch it or not? The answer is simple, reality is a process that involves your consciousness.Or consider Heisenberg's
famous uncertainty principle. If there is really a world out there with particles just bouncing around, then we should be able to measure all their properties. But
you can't. For instance, a particle's exact location and momentum can't be known at the same time. So why should it matter to a particle what you decide to
measure? And how can pairs of entangled particles be instantaneously connected on opposite sides of the galaxy as if space and time don't exist? Again, the

answer is simple: because they're not just 'out there'--space and time are simply tools of our mind.
The Secret Yoga of the Vikings Steven A. Key 2019-09-13 With their secretive poetic lore and even more mysterious pantheon of gods led by Odin the AllFather; Thor, the great Hammer-Striker; Loki, the Evil One, and Heimdal, the Cosmic Horn Blower, it is almost impossible not to love the Vikings. But there are
even more fans of the multi-faceted yoga systems devised by the ancient Hindustani in India more than five thousand years ago. Steven A. Key makes the
case that transcendental yoga has not only endured over the millennia, but that it has traveled in different forms of spiritual or religious expression in The
Secret Yoga of the Vikings. Drawing on the writings of Joseph Campbell, the famous mythologist who hinted at a link between the cultures of the Eastern
Hindus and the Northern Vikings, as well as other great thinkers, the author shows that yoga has influenced Buddhism, Christianity, and yes – even the tenthcentury Vikings. Discover how a spiritual cult of anonymous Odin warriors who died long ago was likely responsible for the writing of the Poetic Edda itself as
well as the role transcendental yoga played in the life of the Vikings.
Beyond Biocentrism Robert Lanza 2016-05-03 Biocentrism shocked the world with a radical rethinking of the nature of reality. But that was just the beginning.
In Beyond Biocentrism, acclaimed biologist Robert Lanza, one of TIME Magazine's "100 Most Influential People in 2014," and leading astronomer Bob
Berman, take the reader on an intellectual thrill-ride as they re-examine everything we thought we knew about life, death, the universe, and the nature of
reality itself. The first step is acknowledging that our existing model of reality is looking increasingly creaky in the face of recent scientific discoveries. Science
tells us with some precision that the universe is 26.8 percent dark matter, 68.3 percent dark energy, and only 4.9 percent ordinary matter, but must confess
that it doesn't really know what dark matter is and knows even less about dark energy. Science is increasingly pointing toward an infinite universe but has no
ability to explain what that really means. Concepts such as time, space, and even causality are increasingly being demonstrated as meaningless. All of
science is based on information passing through our consciousness but science hasn't the foggiest idea what consciousness is, and it can't explain the linkage
between subatomic states and observation by conscious observers. Science describes life as a random occurrence in a dead universe but has no real
understanding of how life began or why the universe appears to be exquisitely designed for the emergence of life. The biocentrism theory isn't a rejection of
science. Quite the opposite. Biocentrism challenges us to fully accept the implications of the latest scientific findings in fields ranging from plant biology and
cosmology to quantum entanglement and consciousness. By listening to what the science is telling us, it becomes increasingly clear that life and
consciousness are fundamental to any true understanding of the universe. This forces a fundamental rethinking of everything we thought we knew about life,
death, and our place in the universe.
The Grand Biocentric Design Robert Lanza 2020-11-17 What if life isn't just a part of the universe . . . what if it determines the very structure of the universe
itself? The theory that blew your mind in Biocentrism and Beyond Biocentrism is back, with brand-new research revealing the startling truth about our
existence. What is consciousness? Why are we here? Where did it all come from—the laws of nature, the stars, the universe? Humans have been asking
these questions forever, but science hasn't succeeded in providing many answers—until now. In The Grand Biocentric Design, Robert Lanza, one of Time
Magazine's "100 Most Influential People," is joined by theoretical physicist Matej Pavšic and astronomer Bob Berman to shed light on the big picture that has
long eluded philosophers and scientists alike. This engaging, mind-stretching exposition of how the history of physics has led us to Biocentrism—the idea that
life creates reality-takes readers on a step-by-step adventure into the great science breakthroughs of the past centuries, from Newton to the weirdness of
quantum theory, culminating in recent revelations that will challenge everything you think you know about our role in the universe. ?This book offers the most
complete explanation of the science behind Biocentrism to date, delving into the origins of the memorable principles introduced in previous books in this
series, as well as introducing new principles that complete the theory. The authors dive deep into topics including consciousness, time, and the evidence that
our observations-or even knowledge in our minds-can affect how physical objects behave. The Grand Biocentric Design is a one-of-a-kind, groundbreaking
explanation of how the universe works, and an exploration of the science behind the astounding fact that time, space, and reality itself, all ultimately depend
upon us.
Abandon Foolish Scheme John Fry 2020-06-27 An entertaining and philosophical book about death and dying . . . An editor who over eight decades has

experienced a unique assortment of physical and intellectual confrontations with death writes about them: in rock climbing, skiing, shipwreck, bear attack,
murder, suicide, in blind faith, hospice, as a topic in discussion groups, grieving, obituary writing, memorial services, the afterlife, and choices in confronting
life's end. About the author: John Fry wrote the award-winning book, The Story of Modern Skiing. Among his other books is A Mind at Sea: Henry Fry and the
Glorious Era of Quebec's Sailing Ships. He also wrote hundreds of published articles on skiing, travel, business, and religion. He was a dedicated
environmentalist and the editorial director of a half-dozen outdoor magazines published by the New York Times Co. and Times Mirror Co.
De mens en zijn symbolen Marie-Louise von Franz 1992 Introductie tot het werk van de Zwitserse psychiater (1875-1961).
My Life Hormoz Mansouri 2017-01-31 Reminiscing the events from many decades ago and putting them into words, structuring to reflect the chronology and
nuances of human interactions, especially between parents and children who share many facets of their lives together, was the easiest part of this endeavor.
The difficult part was to walk the very fine line of respecting the diversity of opinions within the family members relevant to each event or issue and to avoid
being judgmental or biased.
Exploring Inner Dimensions—Expression in the Present JoAnn Dunham 2020-09-16 In her book Exploring Inner Dimensions-Expression In The Present, Jo
Ann draws from her personal life experience as well as science and philosophy to guide the reader to connect with their inner dimension and higher self. In
this book you will have the opportunity to learn and experience life-transforming meditations and visualizations. You will also practice writing and using
affirmations and treatments to release old outdated energy patterns while, rewriting new patterns. Learn to create mental image pictures called mock-ups to
manifest your desires and to rewrite the subconscious programing that interfere with your free-will life choices. Advanced individuals or beginners will find this
book informative because you will learn to own your spiritual powers and to recognize that you are God expressing through your physical body. You will learn
to develop and use your spiritual/psychic skills. Skills like clairvoyant reading, healing energy, creating mock-ups, aura reading and clearing energy and
communicating with other energy beings. The information in this book is a must for psychic development and spiritual growth and the ownership of your
spiritual powers.
Het schaduwjaar Kim Liggett 2019-09-17 Een beklemmende, duistere, angstaanjagende roman en een absolute pageturner. De verfilming van Genadejaar is
in de maak, met Elizabeth Banks (Pitch Perfect, Charlie's Angels remake en The Hunger Games) als regisseur. Niemand praat over het genadejaar. Het is
verboden. Meisjes krijgen hun hele leven te horen dat ze de kracht hebben om mannen te verleiden en andere vrouwen gek te maken van jaloezie. Men
gelooft dat de huid van jonge vrouwen een krachtig extract afstoot. Daarom worden ze voordat ze zestien jaar worden verbannen naar de wildernis, zodat ze
gezuiverd en klaar voor het huwelijk kunnen terugkeren. Maar niet iedereen zal het overleven. Tierney James droomt van een beter leven: een samenleving
die geen vrienden en vrouwen tegen elkaar opzet. Maar als haar eigen genadejaar dichterbij komt, realiseert ze zich al snel dat de extreme
leefomstandigheden daar niet haar grootste probleem zullen zijn. Het zijn ook niet de stropers die zich in het bos schuilhouden; mannen die wachten op hun
kans om een van de meisjes te vermoorden en zo hun fortuin te maken op de zwarte markt. De grootste bedreiging voor de genadejaarmeisjes zijn ze zelf.
'Liggetts bloedstollende boek toont op schitterende wijze de hoge kosten van een vrouwonvriendelijke wereld die de macht van vrouwen ontkent en doet dit
met een hart-in-je-keelverhaal. Ik kon niet stoppen met lezen.' Libba Bray, auteur van The Diviners 'Genadejaar is een opmerkelijk en actueel verhaal over de
banden tussen vrouwen, en de moed die nodig is om een samenleving te trotseren die uit is op de vernietiging van vrouwelijke kracht. Iedereen zou dit boek
moeten lezen.' Sabaa Tahir, auteur van Vuur en As 'Genadejaar is een boek voor elke vrouw die ooit het gevoel heeft gehad dat niemand haar hoorde. Een
boek voor iedereen die zich ooit klein of minder heeft gevoeld. […] Slim, lyrisch en zo belangrijk. Ik wil dat iedereen dit boek leest!' Jasmine Warga, auteur van
Mijn hart en andere zwarte gaten
Biocentrism Robert Lanza 2010-05-18 Robert Lanza is one of the most respected scientists in the world — a US News & World Report cover story called him
a “genius" and a “renegade thinker," even likening him to Einstein. Lanza has teamed with Bob Berman, the most widely read astronomer in the world, to
produce Biocentrism, a revolutionary new view of the universe. Every now and then a simple yet radical idea shakes the very foundations of knowledge. The
startling discovery that the world was not flat challenged and ultimately changed the way people perceived themselves and their relationship with the world.

For most humans of the 15th century, the notion of Earth as ball of rock was nonsense. The whole of Western, natural philosophy is undergoing a sea change
again, increasingly being forced upon us by the experimental findings of quantum theory, and at the same time, towards doubt and uncertainty in the physical
explanations of the universe's genesis and structure. Biocentrism completes this shift in worldview, turning the planet upside down again with the revolutionary
view that life creates the universe instead of the other way around. In this paradigm, life is not an accidental byproduct of the laws of physics. Biocetnrism
takes the reader on a seemingly improbable but ultimately inescapable journey through a foreign universe—our own—from the viewpoints of an acclaimed
biologist and a leading astronomer. Switching perspective from physics to biology unlocks the cages in which Western science has unwittingly managed to
confine itself. Biocentrism will shatter the reader's ideas of life--time and space, and even death. At the same time it will release us from the dull worldview of
life being merely the activity of an admixture of carbon and a few other elements; it suggests the exhilarating possibility that life is fundamentally immortal. The
21st century is predicted to be the Century of Biology, a shift from the previous century dominated by physics. It seems fitting, then, to begin the century by
turning the universe outside-in and unifying the foundations of science with a simple idea discovered by one of the leading life-scientists of our age.
Biocentrism awakens in readers a new sense of possibility, and is full of so many shocking new perspectives that the reader will never see reality the same
way again.
Agile Leadership for Turbulent Times Sharon Olivier 2020-12-31 This thought-provoking and engaging book is for you, whatever your seniority, in the private
or public sector – if you are curious about the role and purpose of leadership in a turbulent world. It will help you become a more agile leader through
understanding and integrating your ego, eco and intuitive intelligence. You will gain a deeper understanding of your unique leadership blend through a short
diagnostic inventory, bringing insight about your strengths and what may be tripping you up. The book offers tips, ideas and practical suggestions on how to
develop your ability to use the three intelligences in order to expand your leadership repertoire. It will help you enable the teams you lead to be more flexible,
responsive and autonomous. The authors have drawn on their vast experience from the boardroom to the shop floor, the classroom and research around the
world, to write an easy-to-digest yet ground-breaking book that deals with the root causes of today’s twenty-first-century leadership challenges. Its contents
are straightforward and widely applicable.
Understanding Biocentrism: The True Nature of the Universe Revealed Peter Thomas 2014-07-24 Have You Ever Wondered About The True Nature Of The
Universe? What Is Beyond The Mysterious Beyond? Is There Another Life Somewhere? While many explorers are trying to find answers to our questions, Dr.
Robert Lanza comes forward with a revolutionary new view of the universe. Understanding Biocentrism will trigger more questions that relate to our traditional
ideas of life, space, and death. Biocentrism seem to bridge the gap between the existences of life contradicting the teachings of physics. This book penetrates
biocentrism and the ideology of Dr. Robert Lanza and other professionals before him who in one way or another shares the same ideology as he does. This
book attempts to answer the following questions: o What is biocentrism? o What is the connection of biocentrism and the universe? o What are the teachings
of quantum physics and biocentrism? o What is the ideology behind intellicentrism and universecentrism? o How are these ideology compare to biocentrism?
o What are the principles of biocentrism?
De Daemon Anthony Peake 2010-05-02 Je gedachten, beslissingen en dromen worden door een hogere intelligentie gestuurd In De daemon gaat Peake
dieper in op een van de moeilijkere onderwerpen uit zijn vorige boek, Leven na leven na leven. De stelling die de auteur inneemt is dat mensen niet uit één
bewustzijn bestaan maar uit twee het dagelijkse bewustzijn en dat van de daemon, een hoger wezen dat gebeurtenissen in de toekomst kan voorspellen. De
auteur laat zien dat jouw beslissingen, ook al neem je die zelf, gestuurd worden door een hogere intelligentie die je gedachten, dromen en de goede en
slechte tijden die je doormaakt kent. Een belangrijk onderdeel van dit boek zijn de verhalen van vele beroemde artiesten, dichters, politici, musici en
wetenschappers die 'een kracht buiten zichzelf' hebben gevoeld, zoals Winston Churchill, Byron, Goethe, Jean Cocteau en vele anderen.
The Aspen: Which Grows Upon the Snow Capped Mountain - An Out-of-body Travel Book on the Infinite Enlightenments Marilynn Hughes 2017-03-30 THE
ASPEN: Which Grows Upon the Snow-Capped Mountain - An Out-of-Body Travel Book on the Infinite Enlightenments - Death as Progression in Out-of-Body
Travel and Mysticism demonstrated by the continuing cyclic exchange between birth and death and the born and the unborn. The final journey can also be

one of many out-of-body journeys embarked upon in this human life. After all, It is said that aspen trees cannot grow on the icy mountain peak, because it is
stone and the air is so thin . . . so the multitude of aspens (like the multitude of people) grow below the altitude line where the air is thicker and the ground
softer (and the training easier). But it is only the icy snow capped mountain peak of successful training, although it be made of the stone which continually
remains unresponsive to the defiling passions, which allows for the tree to grow upon its rocky face.
Jezus en de Essenen Dolores Cannon 2020-04-02 Wie ben ik, om een boek te durven schrijven dat zoveel ophef kan veroorzaken in de geloofswereld van
zovelen, Christenen zowel als Joden? Ik respecteer geloof, de mens moet geloven in iets, zelfs als dat betekent dat hij gelooft dat er niets is. Dit is het verhaal
van een volk dat hun leven gewijd heeft aan de bescherming en bewaring van kennis. Dat is iets wat ook mij nauw aan het hart ligt. De vernietiging van kennis
vind ik een verschrikkelijk iets. Deze mensen lijken me wel de spreekwoordelijke toorts te hebben doorgegeven, doorheen de eons van tijd en ruimte.Deze
informatie is me niet overhandigd om dan stof te liggen vergaren in de kast. Het was bedoeld om herontdekt te worden door anderen, die hongerig zijn naar
kennis. Het is bijna alsof de Essenen in mijn oor fluisteren. “Schrijf”, zeggen ze tegen me, “De kennis was al te lang verborgen. Schrijf, laat de kennis niet
opnieuw verloren gaan”.Dus vind ik dat ik moet doorgeven wat ik heb ontdekt. Als dit bepaalde mensen tegen de borst stuit, dan hoop ik dat ze beseffen dat
dit nooit mijn doel was. Ik kan niet bij hoog en laag zweren dat wat ik naar voren breng in dit boek de absolute waarheid is, feiten verheven boven enige
verdenking. Ik weet het niet, en ik betwijfel sterk of nog een levend iemand op deze wereld de antwoorden heeft. Ik wil je vragen om je misschien wat los te
wrikken uit de gietvorm waarin je al gevangen zit sinds je kindertijd. Open de ramen van je geest en laat nieuwsgierigheid en een queeste naar kennis binnen
als een lentebriesje, om zo de spinnenwebben der zelfvoldaanheid weg te vegen. Durf het ondenkbare te denken. Durf andere overwegingen te maken als
het aankomt op het leven en de dood. Je ziel, je overstijgende Zelf, zal er des te rijker door zijn.
Quantum Path to Enlightenment Graham Smetham 2017-04-20 Researches inspired by the quantum Buddhist psycho-metaphysics of Michael Mensky.
Arka: Aliens and Angels Mark Denton Bevens 2018-01-23 'This book gives you a real connection to deep spiritual insight. A powerful read for anyone
pondering the meaning of it all, and seeking an understanding of our connection to the world beyond, and to all things. There are some real gems in this book.
I highly recommend it." Kevin. L Michel, Author of: Moving Through Parallel Worlds To Achieve Your Dreams: For over 50 years I have had an extrasensory
relationship with a spiritual entity named Arka. Join me as I share insights into what happens to us before, during and after this incredible journey we call life.
It's time to finally discover your true purpose in life. Understand why you are here, where you go after you leave and where you were before you arrived. Learn
why you were born when and where you were, and discover why you were designed to be both inept and ambitious. Understand once and for all 'You can
never die' and how you will once again meet up with loved ones once you re-awaken on the other side.
Neuroaffective Meditation Marianne Bentzen 2021-12-21 • Shares 16 guided meditations for neuroaffective brain development and emotional maturation,
along with links to online recordings • Explores the stages of emotional development, from childhood to old age, and their potentials for developing new ways
of functioning • Reveals the biopsychological effects of meditation on the human brain, including how it affects us at the autonomic, limbic, and prefrontal
levels Drawing on her 25 years of research into brain development as well as decades of meditation practice, psychotherapist Marianne Bentzen shows how
neuroaffective meditation--the holistic integration of meditation, neuroscience, and psychology--can be used for personal growth and conscious maturation.
She also explores how the practice can help address embedded traumas and allow access to the best perspectives of growing older while keeping the best
psychological attitudes of being young--a hallmark of wisdom. She explains that there is a sequence to emotional maturation, just as there is for the
development of cognitive or athletic skills, and details the central developmental processes of childhood and adolescence and the adult stages of
psychological development. She then explores the biopsychological effects of meditation on the human brain, including how it affects us at the autonomic,
limbic, and prefrontal levels. The author shares 16 guided meditations for neuroaffective brain development (along with links to online recordings), each
designed to gently interact with the deep, unconscious layers of the brain and help you reconnect to yourself, your relationships, and the world around. Each
meditation explores a different theme, from breathing in “being in your body” to feeling love, compassion, and gratitude in “the songs of the heart” to balancing
positive and negative experiences in “mandala.” The author also shares a 5-part meditation centered on breathing exercises designed to balance your energy.

Presenting an authentic, stepwise approach to spiritual growth, emotional maturation, and brain development, this guide explains the science behind
neuroaffective meditation and offers detailed practices for a truly personal and ever-evolving experience of inner wisdom and growth.
Shraad Paper Back Pt. Mohan Ramphal
Vijf miljard jaar eenzaamheid Lee Billings 2014-12-05 De intrigerende zoektocht naar leven buiten ons zonnestelsel Zijn wij de generatie die de geschiedenis
zal ingaan als de ontdekkers van buitenaards leven? De kans is reëel: uit recent onderzoek blijkt dat alleen al onze Melkweg 40 miljard exoplaneten telt die
potentieel bewoonbaar zijn. In dit internationaal geprezen boek gaat wetenschapsjournalist Lee Billings samen met topwetenschappers als Frank Drake, Jim
Kasting en Sara Seager op zoek naar concrete sporen van leven buiten ons zonnestelsel. Die zoektocht voert hem niet alleen naar de verste uithoeken van
het heelal en de Melkweg, maar ook naar onverwachte plaatsen op onze eigen planeet. De geschiedenis van de aarde leert ons namelijk veel over wat leven
mogelijk maakt. Vijf miljard jaar eenzaamheid toont tegelijk hoe de jacht op exoplaneten is uitgegroeid tot een bloedstollende race tussen wetenschappers
wereldwijd, allen rotsvast overtuigd dat er leven is 'out there'. Want de klok tikt. De aarde heeft nog een half miljard van haar vijf miljard jaar te gaan vooraleer
complex leven definitief onmogelijk wordt. Tenzij wij er zelf veel vroeger een einde aan zouden maken door onze levensstijl. Dit meeslepende boek toont of
we aan onszelf kunnen ontsnappen.
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